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ABSTRACT
Over 200 convective storm simulations are analyzed to examine the variability in storm vertical velocity
and updraft area characteristics as a function of basic environmental parameters. While it is known that bulk
properties of the troposphere such as convective available potential energy (CAPE) and deep-layer wind
shear exert significant influence over updraft intensity and area, additional parameters such as the temperature at the cloud base, the height of the level of free convection (LFC), and the vertical distribution of
buoyancy also have an effect. For example, at low CAPE, updraft strength is strongly related to the vertical
distribution of buoyancy, and also to the bulk environmental wind shear. More generally, updraft area and its
temporal variability both tend to increase in environments where the LFC is raised. Additionally, in environments with persistent storms, downdraft strength is sensitive to the bulk shear, environmental temperature, and LFC height. Using multiple linear regression methods, the best combinations of environmental
parameters explain up to 81% of the interexperiment variance in second-hour mean peak updraft velocity,
74% for midlevel updraft area, and 64% for downdraft velocity. Downdraft variability is explained even less
well (49%) when only persistent storms are considered. These idealized simulation results show that it is
easier to predict storm updraft characteristics than those of the downdraft.

1. Introduction
Knowledge of the environmental conditions that affect the intensity of deep, moist convection is critical to
weather forecasters, researchers, and the public. Under
the right conditions, air parcels that are lifted to the level
of free convection (LFC) by some external forcing
mechanism will continue to rise and exploit the convective available potential energy (CAPE) present, accelerating vertically upward. Pure parcel theory (e.g.,
Dutton 1976) suggests that the peak vertical velocity of
an updraft is related to CAPE by wmax 5 (2CAPE)0.5.
However, this serves only as a theoretical estimate, and
not an exact forecast of updraft intensity, primarily because of mass loading due to condensate, entrainment of
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ambient air into the updraft, and the action of pressure
perturbation effects.
Prior numerical modeling studies have revealed that,
in addition to CAPE, other bulk parameters such as
deep tropospheric wind shear are important regulators
of overall storm evolution (Weisman and Klemp 1982,
1984). More recent studies have shown that additional
environmental properties are important, such as the
vertical distribution of buoyancy (McCaul and Weisman
2001), and the mixed layer and moist layer depths
(McCaul and Cohen 2002). Updraft strength and precipitation efficiency, among other storm properties, can
also be affected by environmental temperature (McCaul
et al. 2005, hereafter MCK05) and the characteristics of
the microphysical parameterizations employed (Cohen
and McCaul 2006). Adlerman and Droegemeier (2005)
clarified the importance of environmental vertical wind
shear, finding that ‘‘the strongest [mesocyclones] occur
when the largest shears are confined to the shallowest
depths.’’ Many of these studies, however, focused on the
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relationship between environmental conditions and the
storm updraft. In this work we also consider the effects
of these parameters on the downdraft. Downdraft outflows can help promote tornadogenesis (e.g., Lemon and
Doswell 1979; Fujita 1981), maintain existing convection
(e.g., Rotunno et al. 1988; Weisman 1993), trigger new
convection (e.g., Droegemeier and Wilhelmson 1985),
and generally influence storm motion and structure
(e.g., Knupp 1987, 1988; Wakimoto 2001). Knowledge of
downdraft intensity is useful in forecasting damaging
winds and hazardous wind shear.
Beyond the numerical studies mentioned above, numerous observational studies have worked to identify
environmental conditions that can influence deep moist
convection. Early studies (e.g., Byers and Braham 1949;
Fawbush and Miller 1954; Beebe 1955; Marwitz 1972)
described the general kinematic and thermodynamic
conditions favorable for strong storms and tornadoes.
More recently, Rasmussen and Straka (1998) studied
the effect of upper-level winds on the storm precipitation distribution, which can affect intensity and organization of the low-level updraft. Rasmussen and
Blanchard (1998) associated reports of tornadoes, hail,
damaging wind, and clusters of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes with nearby soundings to establish the mean
conditions for each weather type. Environmental parameters such as the LCL and mean shear in some layer
(Rasmussen and Blanchard used 0–4 km) show some
stratification for soundings associated with ordinary
convection, supercells, and tornadoes. Analysis of many
years of soundings (Brooks and Craven 2002) has yielded
additional information, suggesting that low LCLs collocated with increased low-level shear (e.g., 0–1 km)
enhance tornado likelihood, with different configurations that enhance the potential for strong wind gusts or
large hail. Some atmospheric variables are able to discriminate between storms that produce strong or violent
tornadoes (e.g., F2 or greater) and those that do not
produce tornadoes at all (Thompson et al. 2003). Studies
have also attempted to describe the potential for damaging wind gusts or large hail in terms of environmental
conditions (e.g., Evans and Doswell 2001; Kuchera and
Parker 2006).
MCK05 describe the nomenclature of the Convection
Morphology Parameter Space Study (COMPASS), a
large set of simulations of discrete convective storms. The
base set of 216 COMPASS simulations, each initiated with
a unique idealized environmental profile (within a sevendimensional subset of an eight-dimensional parameter
space), is the foundation of this work. In this article we
describe some of the trends seen in our simulated storms,
focusing on the updrafts and downdrafts. We treat our
simulated storms as if they are an ‘‘observational’’ dataset
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for statistical purposes, so that we can associate particular storm evolutions with background environmental
conditions. This approach has been followed in certain
previous COMPASS studies (Kirkpatrick et al. 2006,
2007). We note that the envelope of conditions considered in our simulations (see Table 1) spans a wide range
of atmospheric environments, and is not exclusive of
any particular storm type (supercells, ordinary cells,
etc.). All COMPASS environments are designed to be
horizontally homogeneous and time invariant during
the simulations.
Section 2 describes the COMPASS simulation set and
analysis methods. The environmental conditions that
promote strong, large updrafts and downdrafts, as well
as the conditions that encourage variability in draft size
and strength, are explored in section 3. Our research
also examines the use of reversible CAPE (RCAPE)
versus pseudoadiabatic CAPE (PCAPE) in anticipating
updraft strength; these findings are presented in section
4. The present study differs from that reported in previous research (McCaul and Weisman 2001; McCaul
and Cohen 2002; MCK05) in that we consider bulk
variations in storm updraft and downdraft strength
across the entire available parameter space, instead of
those associated with changing only one or two environmental parameters.

2. Data and methodology
The COMPASS simulations are performed using a
modified version of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS; Pielke et al. 1992), version 3b,
with modifications as described in MCK05. RAMS is a
nonhydrostatic cloud model that solves the fully compressible equations of motion (Tripoli and Cotton 1982)
using a time-splitting scheme (Klemp and Wilhelmson
1978). The model includes prognostic equations for six
species of hydrometeors (rain, hail, graupel, pristine ice,
snow, and aggregates) and a diagnostic equation for the
cloud water–mixing ratio. Microphysical parameters
that define the size distributions of the various particle
species are held fixed to simplify interpretation of the
simulation results. Some additional characteristics of
the model are described in Kirkpatrick et al. (2007, their
Table 4).
Eight environmental variables define the parameter
space (Table 1). These eight parameters completely determine our idealized initial profiles (see also MCK05;
Kirkpatrick et al. 2007). CAPE takes on one of three
values. The hodographs employed are approximately
semicircles (of varying radius) through the depth of the
domain. The CAPE and shear are also governed by
shape parameters that define the vertical distribution of
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TABLE 1. Environmental parameters used to construct the profiles in this study.
Parameter

Abbreviation

Values

Bulk pseudoadiabatic CAPE
Hodograph radius
Level of max buoyancy
Level of max y wind
LCL
LFC
Atmospheric PW, implemented as LCL temperature
Relative humidity everywhere above the LFC

PCAPE
VMAG
ZMAXB
ZMAXV
LCL
LFC
TLCL

800, 2000, 3200 J kg21
8, 12, 16 m s21
Two values per CAPE
Two values per CAPE
0.5 or 1.6 km
0.5 or 1.6 km
15.58 and 23.58 for LCL 5 0.5 km
Fixed at 90%

the quantity. In our simulations, there are two cases for
the buoyancy and shear profile parameters: a ‘‘concentrated’’ and a ‘‘distributed’’ case. The distributed profile
is one in which the variable (shear or buoyancy) is
spread over a deeper layer with a maximum in the
midtroposphere; in the concentrated profile, the level of
the variable maximum is in the lower troposphere.
Furthermore, distributed shear profiles have a smaller
magnitude of low-level shear when compared to the
concentrated shear profiles (Table 2). In this study, the
eighth parameter, relative humidity in the free troposphere (i.e., everywhere above the LFC) is fixed at 90%.
As a result of all the other parameters combined [3 values
for CAPE, 3 hodograph radius magnitudes, 2 wind profile shapes and 2 buoyancy profile shapes per CAPE,
3 configurations of lifting condensation level (LCL) and
LFC, and a high or low value of temperature at the cloud
base], 216 simulations are explored.
Each simulation is initialized with a moist, LCLconserving thermal bubble in an otherwise horizontally
homogeneous domain. The model is configured with
500-m horizontal grid spacing and a vertical mesh that is
stretched, from 250-m spacing near the surface to 750 m
at 20 km. A wave-absorbing layer is specified from 20
km up to the top (24.5 km). The Coriolis acceleration is
neglected. Model output is saved every 5 min during the
2-h simulations. Storms are tracked by identifying the
location of the maximum updraft velocity at a model
level approximately 2 km above the LFC. The dominant
right-moving storm in each simulation (if present) is
tracked,1 and values of different storm properties from
each output time in the second hour are averaged to
provide a storm’s overall statistics. We define a storm as
‘‘persistent’’ if it exists for the entire 2-h simulation.
There are rare cases where the left-moving storm in a
simulation temporarily has a stronger updraft than the
right-mover; study of the left-moving storms in our database is an area of continued research.

1
If the storm being tracked undergoes a split, we follow the right
member of the split.

Using the seven environmental parameters that are
variable, stepwise regression is performed against certain storm properties. Since only two or three values of
each parameter are available, all regressions are of the
linear form. In this paper, results for mean second-hour
updraft velocity (WMAX; m s21), area (at 5 km;
WAREA5; km2), and downdraft velocity (WMIN; m s21)
are presented. The variance of the 13 values averaged
from the second hour (60–120 min, in 5-min intervals) of
a simulation can be used as a measure of temporal variability for any particular storm property; these variances
will also be discussed.

3. Results and discussion
a. WMAX
The distribution of second-hour updraft velocities as
a function of PCAPE and bulk shear (hodograph radius;
VMAG) is shown in Fig. 1a. The distribution is similar
to those found in previous parameter space studies (e.g.,
Weisman and Klemp 1982, 1984), with the strongest
updrafts occurring when both PCAPE and shear are
large. Storms are much weaker when either PCAPE or
VMAG are small, and are especially weak when both
are small. Also evident are some of the complexities of
relating WMAX to environmental parameters. Simulations with a raised LFC feature generally stronger
updrafts for all nine bulk CAPE–VMAG combinations,
but with greater temporal variability for six of nine bulk

TABLE 2. The 0–6-km shear magnitudes (m s21) for all possible
choices of VMAG and ZMAXV. The 0–1-km shear magnitude is
given in parentheses.
VMAG (m s21)
ZMAXV (km)

8

12

16

9.3
7.7
6.0
4.4
2.7

9 (2)
11 (3)
12 (4)
14 (5)
16 (8)

14 (3)
16 (4)
18 (5)
21 (7)
24 (12)

19 (5)
21 (6)
24 (7)
28 (10)
32 (16)
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FIG. 1. (a) Second-hour mean WMAX (m s21) as a function of
CAPE and VMAG for all 216 simulations, with further stratification into low (high) LFC simulations. Each low (high) LFC bin
consists of 8 (16) simulations. (b) As in (a), but showing the average second-hour temporal std devs of WMAX (m s21) for the
subset of 139 persistent storms. There are no persistent storms in
the ‘‘NA’’ category.

CAPE–VMAG combinations (Fig. 1b). Not surprisingly, the single environmental parameter that correlates
best with WMAX is CAPE (solid line, Fig. 2). CAPE is
actually represented here as (2 PCAPE)0.5, to provide a
variable with the same units as WMAX. The initial linear
correlation (r2 5 0.32, for WMAX versus (2 PCAPE)0.5;
Table 3) is lower than one might expect. However, this
does not diminish the fact that PCAPE appears to be the
most important parameter when attempting to explain
WMAX. When a two-parameter combination is considered, PCAPE and hodograph radius (‘‘VMAG’’ in
Fig. 2 and Table 3) provide the best correlation to
WMAX. The hodograph radius (VMAG) is effectively
an expression of the bulk tropospheric shear, and sufficient amounts of both bulk shear and CAPE must be
present for strong, persistent convection to occur.
A third environmental condition that contributes to
updraft intensity is the temperature at cloud base
(TLCL ), roughly related to atmospheric precipitable
water (PW; MCK05). All other parameters held equal,
when the environment is cooler, there is a greater con-
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tribution to buoyancy from the latent heat of fusion at
low altitudes, less water vapor overall, and less dominance of the collision–coalescence precipitation process.
Thus, water mass in the updraft is reduced and updrafts
tend to be stronger. A fourth parameter is the height of
the LFC. When the LFC is raised within reasonable
bounds, a deeper layer of moist inflow air is accessible to
the updraft, increasing updraft overturning efficiency
and producing generally wider and stronger updrafts
(McCaul and Cohen 2002).
The addition of a fifth parameter, the altitude of
maximum buoyancy (ZMAXB), to the WMAX regression further improves the results (r2 5 0.73). The
vertical distribution of the CAPE present has been
shown to be an important modulator of updraft intensity (e.g., McCaul and Weisman 1996, 2001; Wicker and
Cantrell 1996). High concentrations of buoyancy near
the LFC can help updrafts overcome strong shear, and
the effects of buoyancy concentration appear to be most
significant in CAPE-starved regimes: in fact, for 800CAPE simulations only, the correlation coefficient between ZMAXB and WMAX is much larger than for
2000- and 3200-CAPE simulations (r 5 20.65 versus
20.20 versus 20.19).
With these five parameters, nearly three-fourths
(73%) of the interexperiment variance in WMAX can
be explained. A multiple linear regression using these
parameters produces a mean absolute error (MAE)
of 7.6 m s21 if the 16 predictions of WMAX less than
0 m s21 (which are unphysical) are truncated as zeros. If
the entire set of seven parameters is used, 81% of the
interexperiment variance can be explained, and the
MAE decreases to 5.9 m s21 (again, if unphysical values
are truncated to zero). These regression and correlation results are illustrated by the solid curve in Fig. 2.
The regression coefficients are shown in Table 3, and
WMAX predictions (when n 5 7) are compared against
the simulated WMAX values in Fig. 3. Note that there
are a few substantial outliers in Fig. 3a. In particular, the
regression predicted that five environments would produce updrafts of about 15 m s21 or greater (cluster of
circles along the abscissa in Fig. 3c), and these simulations did not produce sustained convection. These environments merit special discussion.
The five environments in which the linear regression
incorrectly predicts a strong updraft, while none occurs
in the simulation, are all characterized by 800-CAPE,
a large (VMAG 5 16 m s21) hodograph radius, distributed buoyancy, and concentrated shear. This is a
‘‘CAPE-starved’’ environment that is hostile to convective storms, since weak updraft impulses are unlikely
to remain sufficiently upright in such weakly buoyant
yet strongly sheared conditions. For the 12 simulations
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FIG. 2. Best multiple linear regressions of WMAX and WMIN (m s21) and WAREA5 (km2)
as a function of the number of parameters used. The first five parameters for each storm
property are listed in order of importance. Parameters with a negative regression coefficient are
noted by ‘‘(-).’’ Each dot represents a new linear equation; for WMAX (WAREA5), the coefficients are given in Table 2 (Table 3).

with 800-CAPE, a 16 m s21 hodograph, and distributed
(concentrated) buoyancy, the mean second-hour updraft intensity is 3 m s21 (22 m s21). CAPE-starved
storms generally become more intense if the low-level
lapse rates in their environments are increased (McCaul
and Weisman 2001). The failure of the linear regression
technique for these cases likely occurs because high
shear environments are supportive of strong updrafts,
but only when CAPE or low-level buoyancy is sufficient. There is apparently a rather sharp cutoff in the
parameter space, which separates sustained from unsustained convection, and this cutoff is not well handled

by standard linear regression techniques. Four of these
five failure environments also feature a high LFC, which
supports large, strong storms, but only if other conditions are also favorable.
Figure 1b shows the temporal variability of WMAX
in the CAPE–VMAG parameter space. The variability
is studied only for the 139 simulations that produced a
sustained storm through the entire 2 h of the simulation.
Updraft intensities are more variable over a storm’s life
cycle when the CAPE is larger and/or when VMAG is
weaker. At low CAPE and/or low VMAG, updrafts are
slightly more variable when the LFC is raised (standard

TABLE 3. Regression coefficients (bn) and variances (r2) for each of the stepwise regression equations for WMAX depicted in Fig. 2.
The parameters are listed by their order of inclusion in the equation. The number of parameters in the equation is given as n. As an
example, the equation when the one-parameter equation is used would be wpredicted 5 0.677 3 (2 PCAPE)0.5 2 17.286.
b0. . .bn
n

(y intercept)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

O(2PCAPE) (m s )
VMAG (m s21)
TLCL (8C)
LFC (km)
ZMAXB (km)
LCL (km)
ZMAXV (km)
r2
21

217.286

246.473

221.339

238.539

235.609

222.800

220.557

0.677

0.677
2.432

0.677
2.432
21.411

0.677
2.432
21.138
10.005

0.903
2.432
21.138
10.005
22.789

0.903
2.432
21.623
14.457
22.789
211.131

0.32

0.49

0.61

0.67

0.73

1.077
2.432
21.623
14.457
22.777
211.131
22.147
0.81

0.78
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deviations increase 1–1.5 m s21), but vary less as the
LFC is raised when both CAPE and VMAG are large.
Based on a subjective assessment of simulation output, more convective cells are produced when CAPE is
large, and especially when ZMAXB is low (low-level
lapse rates are increased). Since our simulations are
initiated with a single thermal bubble, these environments may be prone to more multicell convection, generation of updrafts by forcing along density gradients,
etc. Quantification of storm cell characteristics in the
dataset is an area of continued research.

b. WAREA5

FIG. 3. Comparison of simulated WMAX to the value predicted
by a seven-parameter linear regression for all simulations. Any
predicted value of WMAX less than 0 m s21 has been graphed as 0.
Panels are CAPE bins, with values (J kg21) shown. The different
symbols represent values of VMAG (m s21).

Updraft area2 (WAREA5) behavior is also dominated by VMAG and CAPE (Fig. 4). Generally speaking, strong updrafts are also large (r2 5 0.76 for WMAX
versus WAREA5 in the simulation set), and the regressions show how WAREA5 depends on VMAG,
CAPE, and the other environmental parameters (Table
4). Updraft area is also increased when the LFC is raised
(third parameter added in Fig. 2 and Table 4), which
reduces the likelihood that the updraft will ingest reduced-ue air that resides above the moist layer (McCaul
and Cohen 2002). At high LFC, WAREA5 sensitivity to
CAPE is almost nonexistent for CAPE $ 2000 J kg21
(Fig. 4). The raised LFC is also critical to the vertical
development of storms at 800-CAPE. Wider updrafts
also deviate farther away from the mean wind, as observed by Newton and Fankhauser (1975) and shown
analytically by Davies-Jones (2002). Indeed, in the
simulation set used herein, storms with a 1.6-km LFC
deviate farther from the mean wind than storms with a
0.5 km LFC (Kirkpatrick et al. 2007). These three parameters (CAPE, VMAG, and LFC) are the primary
controls of updraft area in our simulations (see Fig. 5).
The levels of maximum buoyancy (ZMAXB) and y
wind (ZMAXV) exhibit secondary control on updraft
area, since they strongly contribute to low-level storm
organization (Table 4). When buoyancy and shear are
concentrated at low altitudes, updraft area and intensity
are enhanced (McCaul and Weisman 2001). These effects
are a function of other aspects of the environment,
however. For example, steep low-level lapse rates (lower
ZMAXB) exhibit much the same CAPE-dependent
relationship to WAREA5 as to WMAX, correlating
best at 800-CAPE and poorly for 2000- and 3200-CAPE
sets (20.50 versus 20.18 versus 0.18). Conversely, at 800CAPE, increasing the low-level shear can lead to storms
that do not persist beyond the initial thermal impulse;
those that do survive are usually narrow and shallow.
2

The area of the updraft with intensity of at least 2 m s21.
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vironments vary by an average of 40% over their lifetimes. At high CAPE and large VMAG, updraft areas
generally vary by only about 20% during the second hour
of the simulations.

c. WMIN

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1, but for WAREA5 (km2).

Temporal variability in WAREA5 increases primarily
when low-level lapse rates are minimized (i.e., the buoyancy is distributed through deep layers and ZMAXB is
large; Table 5). This is related to an increase in the
pulselike nature of storms in distributed buoyancy environments. High LFC and large PCAPE also lead to
increased temporal variability of WAREA5. The variability is decreased when TLCL (i.e., PW) is raised,
possibly because storms in higher-TLCL environments
tend to be weaker (Table 3) and smaller (Table 4). The
relative variability of WAREA5 (not shown) is greatest
when CAPE is low and VMAG is small, where updrafts
are narrower to begin with. Updraft areas in those en-

The stepwise regression of WMIN and environmental
parameters is shown in Fig. 2 for all 216 simulations.
These results suggest that WMIN is affected by largely
the same parameters as WMAX. However, this is misleading, since the results from Fig. 2 will be contaminated by the 77 simulations that did not produce a
persistent storm (and thus no downdraft). Including
those results masks the conditions that are truly important for describing downdraft strength and maintenance in persistent storms. Thus, to examine environmental effects on the downdraft, we consider only the
139 simulations that produced a storm for the entire 2-h
simulation (Table 6). For the present inquiry, this likely
presents a more meaningful representation of the relationship between WMIN and the environment.
When only the persistent storms are considered, the
strength of the downdraft is the most difficult storm
property to parameterize in terms of the prestorm environmental conditions (using all seven parameters,
r2 5 0.49; Table 6). The most important parameters for
predicting downdraft intensity are VMAG and TLCL.
As VMAG increases, storm organization typically increases, and the resulting stronger updrafts are usually
accompanied by stronger downdrafts. Warmer cloudbase temperatures also give rise to stronger downdrafts,
since a warmer environment will have a deeper layer
below the melting level. This allows for more falling rain
to evaporate than in our cold sounding cases. We note,
however, that the complicated microphysical processes
that occur in the downdraft can exert significant influence on its strength and depth (e.g., Wakimoto 2001).
Phase changes of any liquid or solid condensate present
can produce substantial latent heating or cooling in the

TABLE 4. As in Table 2, but for WAREA5 (km2).
b0. . .bn
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(y intercept)
21

VMAG (m s )
O(2PCAPE) (m s21)
LFC (km)
ZMAXB (km)
ZMAXV (km)
TLCL (8C)
LCL (km)
r2

219.945

266.219

285.064

280.406

277.522

262.001

242.664

4.690

4.690
0.758

4.690
0.758
15.279

4.690
1.118
15.279
24.433

4.690
1.341
15.279
24.418
22.760

4.690
1.341
13.554
24.418
22.760
20.752

0.30

0.49

0.57

0.64

0.66

0.71

4.690
1.341
20.274
24.418
22.760
21.485
216.805
0.74
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FIG. 5. Map of simulated updraft velocity at 5 km (contoured at 5 m s21 intervals), and near-surface rainwater mixing ratio (shaded;
g kg21) at 120 min for six simulated right-moving storms with varied hodograph radius and LFC. All simulations have CAPE 5 2000 J kg21,
concentrated buoyancy and shear, LCL 5 0.5 km, and PW 5 30 mm. Axes (km).

downdraft (e.g., Srivastava 1987). In our simulations, at
low CAPE a large PW restrains both updraft and
downdraft strength. However, at moderate and high
CAPE, increasing PW results in greater production and
fallout of precipitation, thus generating greater negative
buoyancy (see MCK05). Even with the low overall
correlation coefficient, the MAE for the seven parameter regression of WMIN is only 1.8 m s21. This is
considerably less than the MAE for WMAX, but it must
be remembered that here we do not consider ‘‘null’’
case environments, and the modeled downdrafts are
somewhat weaker than the updrafts.
The warm environments noted above also lead to
greater temporal variability of downdraft strength (Table 5), with TLCL being the only environmental parameter that relates substantially to the temporal variability
of WMIN. Evidently, the greater precipitation fallout
and attendant increases in negative buoyancy work to
multiply the nonlinear effects encountered in the down-

draft. We also note that for some of the simulations
herein, rain is falling into the storm outflow region, not
into undisturbed air. Because the cold outflow is drier in
the warmer sounding, even more evaporation can result
(MCK05).
TABLE 5. Correlation coefficients of environmental parameters
and storm temporal variability properties. The std dev over all
5-min values in the second hour is denoted by s (thus, sWMAX is
the std dev of all second-hour values of WMAX). Only the 139
cases with a persistent storm are included.

PCAPE
VMAG
ZMAXB
ZMAXV
LCL
LFC
TLCL

sWMAX

sWMIN

sWAREA5

0.45
20.40
0.48
0.21
0.05
0.02
20.04

0.19
0.13
0.11
0.05
0.07
0.15
0.53

0.21
20.01
0.35
0.16
0.08
0.26
20.20
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TABLE 6. As in Table 2, but for WMIN (prediction in m s21), using only the 139 simulations that produced persistent convection through
the entire 2-h simulation.
b0. . .bn
n

(y intercept)
21

VMAG (m s )
TLCL (8C)
LFC (km)
O(2PCAPE) (m s21)
ZMAXV (km)
ZMAXB (km)
LCL (km)
r2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

24.192

21.379

1.912

6.206

6.589

7.345

7.828

20.377

20.343
20.192

20.366
20.220
21.921

20.406
22.160
22.016
20.056

20.443
20.211
22.127
20.106
0.544

20.468
20.193
22.210
20.160
0.476
0.468

0.14

0.22

0.30

0.36

0.44

0.49

20.459
20.221
22.003
20.157
0.551
0.462
20.511
0.49

Gilmore and Wicker (1998) hypothesized that CAPE
(in our case, PCAPE) may better relate to the updraft
than a downdraft CAPE (DCAPE) relates to the
downdraft.3 For our 216 simulations, we find that to
be true: r2 5 0.32 for PCAPE versus WMAX, while
r2 5 0.27 for DCAPE versus WMIN. DCAPE by itself
also relates better to WMIN than does PCAPE (r2 5
0.27 to 0.21). Figure 2 suggests that using PCAPE and
VMAG together produces a better r2 for WMIN (0.39),
but using DCAPE and VMAG further improves the
relationship (r2 5 0.44). The implications of the difficulty in anticipating downdraft intensity are numerous:
much of the ‘‘sensible weather’’ we observe is driven by
the downdraft (e.g., precipitation intensity, cold pool
size and intensity, and microbursts).

4. Reversible CAPE versus pseudoadiabatic CAPE
There are numerous ways to define CAPE (e.g.,
Emanuel 1994). PCAPE, used in this research and the
foundation of parcel theory, assumes that all condensate
is immediately removed from an air parcel upon formation. This is unrealistic, however, because observations show that at least some water mass is retained in
updrafts. An RCAPE can also be defined, such that the
negative buoyancy effects of condensate loading are
accounted for. However, most formulations of RCAPE
are unsatisfactory because they predict that condensate
loading reaches a maximum at the updraft summit and
do not account for precipitation fallout, again inconsistent with observations and simulations of convection.
Actual amounts of condensate loading lie ‘‘somewhere
between the zero loading assumed by PCAPE and the
significant loading assumed by RCAPE’’ (MCK05).
MCK05, in a study of the effects of temperature on
convective storms, presented evidence to suggest that

RCAPE may provide a more accurate prediction of
updraft strength than PCAPE. In their study (which
used a subset of the 216 simulations considered herein),
they found a consistent trend toward weaker updraft
speeds when atmospheric temperature and PW are increased, all other parameters (including PCAPE) held
equal. RCAPE, of course, is substantially reduced
(consistent with the intensity of the simulated updraft)
in high-PW environments. When expanding the MCK05
results to our set of 216 simulations, we find that, in fact,
RCAPE provides a better estimate of mean secondhour WMAX than PCAPE in 215 (99.5%) of the simulations.4 As a single variable in a linear correlation,
RCAPE correlates better with WMAX than does
PCAPE (r2 5 0.40 to 0.32). These findings appear to
support and strengthen the hypothesis of MCK05. We
note, however, that RCAPE underpredicts the peak
instantaneous WMAX in 33 of 216 simulations, thus illustrating the difficulties with using RCAPE exclusively
in convective forecasting. Interestingly, the full sevenparameter regression using RCAPE is a poorer predictor of WMAX than when PCAPE is used (r250.74
versus 0.81). RCAPE’s implicit inclusion of TLCL effects
(e.g., TLCL is the least important parameter in Table 7)
may explain why its regression performs better initially.

5. Conclusions
The bulk statistics of a large set of simulated convective storms have been examined, to identify the environmental conditions supportive of strong updrafts
and downdrafts. It is found that a combination of pseudoadiabatic CAPE [expressed in m s21 via (2 CAPE)0.5],
bulk tropospheric wind shear, the temperature at cloud
base, and LFC height account for a substantial amount

4

3

Herein, we take the parcel with the largest DCAPE, regardless
of its level of origin.

However, this does not imply that a reversible adiabat is a
better description of deep convective updrafts than is a pseudoadiabat (cf. Cohen and Frank 1989).
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TABLE 7. As in Table 2, but using (2 RCAPE)0.5 to predict WMAX.
b0. . .bn

n

(y intercept)

21.036

230.222

242.895

233.622

227.677

226.763

216.216

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

O(2RCAPE) (m s21)
VMAG (m s21)
LFC (km)
ZMAXB (km)
ZMAXV (km)
LCL (km)
TLCL (8C)
r2

0.525

0.742
2.432

0.717
2.432
10.955

0.904
2.432
10.523
22.500

1.025
2.432
10.243
22.345
21.764

1.024
2.432
12.071
22.345
21.764
23.657

0.40

0.56

0.65

0.70

0.72

0.73

0.952
2.432
12.240
22.111
21.527
26.006
20.511
0.74

(67%) of the interexperiment variance in storm updraft
intensity. Alternatively, (2 RCAPE)0.5, VMAG, and LFC
height account for 65% of the WMAX variance. Some
environments (e.g., those that are ‘‘CAPE starved’’) fail
to produce persistent storms, unless other conditions
are especially favorable. Updrafts are wider in highCAPE, high-shear environments, especially when the
LFC is raised within reasonable bounds. In persistent
storms, anticipation of downdraft strength is complicated by its microphysical properties, but the bulk wind
shear, environmental temperature, and LFC height are
the three environmental properties most closely related
to peak downdraft velocity.
The environmental relative humidity, not studied
herein, must also be considered when describing storm
morphology (e.g., McCaul and Cohen 2004; Bunkers
et al. 2006). McCaul and Cohen (2004) demonstrated
that updrafts become weaker as the relative humidity
above the LFC decreases. Further sensitivity studies
involving model turbulence parameterizations are required to better evaluate these findings. Also, the influence of microphysical parameterizations must be
recognized. Cohen and McCaul (2006) and van den
Heever and Cotton (2004) have shown that by changing
hydrometeor sizes and distributions, storm precipitation
characteristics can vary considerably. In this study, we
have kept the parameters that determine the size distributions of each hydrometeor species constant, to
minimize the effects of such variations on the results. It
is possible that these two factors, hydrometeor distributions and the environmental relative humidity, could
contribute to additional variability in the regression
analyses, especially for the downdraft.
While providing valuable insight into the general
evolution of our simulated convective storms, the linear
regression approach used herein does have some limitations. It should be noted that our seven environmental
parameters do not predict any storm–environment relationship perfectly. Nonlinear storm dynamics, which
cannot be fully characterized from linear relationships

with ambient environmental conditions, work to reduce
predictability of storm behavior. The pressure perturbations induced by interaction of the updraft with the
ambient shear can impact storm rotation and strength,
inflow and outflow trajectories, and overall storm evolution. In addition, the scatter of points in Fig. 3 hints at
the possibility that nonlinearities might be worth considering in the regressions. Also, there may be other
compound parameters that can be derived from ours
that would improve the regressions somewhat (e.g., as
with RCAPE versus PCAPE, discussed above).
The results are also limited to the envelope of environmental profiles possible in the COMPASS study. For
example, it is not advisable to use these equations to
‘‘forecast’’ storm properties for simulations with CAPE
much greater than 3200 J kg21, or with an LFC much
greater than 1.6 km, etc. Nor are our regression equations intended to serve straightforwardly as predictors
of ‘‘real-world’’ observed storm properties. Instead, this
work only serves to organize and identify key features
of the environmental sounding that influence storm
updraft and downdraft strength and variability, and to
help interpret the strength of those relationships.
The COMPASS simulation set continues to present
an array of future research opportunities. The current
work is being expanded to consider additional storm
characteristics, such as the production of precipitation,
storm rotation, and properties of the storm-generated
cold pool. Sensitivities to microphysical parameters and
to environmental relative humidity, discussed above,
continue to be explored. The general trends in the results should also be compared against observational
databases or climatologies of convective storms. More
detailed exploration of the dynamics of storms is also
possible using trajectory or pressure perturbation analyses.
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